Virtual environments (VEs) provide a computer-based interface to a real-life or abstract space, using 3D graphics and 3D interaction techniques. VEs represent a novel interface style which offers new possibilities and challenges to human-computer interface design. However, studies of the design of VEs (Kaur et al., 1996) show that designers lack a coherent approach to design, especially interaction design. Designers appear to be pre-occupied with difficult technical issues and think little about supporting user interaction. However, major interaction problems have been found with current VEs, such as disorientation, perceptual misjudgements and difficulty finding and understanding available interactions (McGovern, 1993; COVEN, 1997). These common problems have been known to result in user frustration and a low usability and acceptability for the VE (Kaur et al., 1996; Miller 1994) . Guidance is needed on interaction design for VEs to avoid such usability problems. Towards this aim, usability requirements for VEs were proposed using theoretical research into user interaction behaviour. A controlled study was carried out to evaluate the usability requirements, by comparing interaction success with and without their implementation. Significant improvements in interaction were found.
Introduction
Virtual environments (VEs) provide a computer-based interface to a real-life or abstract space, using 3D graphics and 3D interaction techniques. VEs represent a novel interface style which offers new possibilities and challenges to human-computer interface design. However, studies of the design of VEs (Kaur et al., 1996) show that designers lack a coherent approach to design, especially interaction design. Designers appear to be pre-occupied with difficult technical issues and think little about supporting user interaction. However, major interaction problems have been found with current VEs, such as disorientation, perceptual misjudgements and difficulty finding and understanding available interactions (McGovern, 1993; COVEN, 1997) . These common problems have been known to result in user frustration and a low usability and acceptability for the VE (Kaur et al., 1996; Miller 1994) . Guidance is needed on interaction design for VEs to avoid such usability problems. Towards this aim, usability requirements for VEs were proposed using theoretical research into user interaction behaviour. A controlled study was carried out to evaluate the usability requirements, by comparing interaction success with and without their implementation. Significant improvements in interaction were found.
Theoretical research
To inform interaction design guidance, an understanding of user interaction behaviour is required (Herndon et al., 1994) . There are models of interaction for conventional interfaces, but none exist for VEs. Therefore, models of interaction for VEs were developed, by elaborating Norman's (1988) general cycle of interaction. The models consist of twenty-one inter-linked stages of activity, describing task-based, exploratory and reactive behaviour, to system-initiated events. The models were evaluated through user studies, comparing observed physical and mental behaviour (from verbal protocols) with that predicted in the models. Major predicted patterns of activity were supported and the models were refined in light of the results (see Kaur et al., inpress) . From the breakdown of interaction behaviour, provided by the models, design properties were proposed to support the user during each identified stage of interaction. The properties cover various aspects of a VE: the user task, spatial layout, viewpoint and user representation, objects, system-initiated behaviour, actions and action feedback. Forty-six properties in total were identified. For example, the property identifiable object states that an object should be easy to identify or recognise, where copied from real world phenomena.
Study method
A controlled study was carried out to evaluate the impact of the design properties on interaction success. Eighteen subjects took part in the study and were balanced, according to experience (e.g. VE experience), into a Control and Experimental group. The control group was given the original version of a virtual business park application and the experimental group was given a version with some of the missing design properties implemented. For example, figure 1 shows changes made to the application to implement the properties: distinguishable object, identifiable object, clear navigation pathways and declared available action. In the amended version, objects such as walls sharing an edge were made more distinguishable by using textures to emphasise edges; objects such as exit doors were made easier to identify by labelling them; areas that the user could not navigate into were marked using 'no-entry' signs (which appeared on approach); and actions to provide information about basic facilities (e.g. lighting) were clearly cued with information signs. Design properties were not implemented for all objects and actions, just those that would be most commonly used. Amendments were checked by an independent judge to ensure they represented only the requirements of the design properties in question.
Subjects interacted with the business park, with the aim of gathering information about its architecture and basic services. Specific tasks (9 in total) were given, such as exploration, investigating the windows, opening a loading bay and comparing the three toilets in the building. Subjects were asked to provide a concurrent, 'think-aloud' verbal protocol during interaction and their interaction sessions were video-recorded. Following interaction, subjects completed a paper-test on the business park and a retrospective questionnaire about their views about the application. Data on usability problems encountered was gathered from observation of videos and from subjects' verbal protocols. A common scoring scheme was used for the post-study tests.
Results
There was a general improvement in interaction with use of the amended version:
• The experimental group encountered significantly fewer usability problem incidents overall (p<0.01; avg. C=134, E=45 problem incidents per subject).
• The experimental group successfully completed significantly more tasks (p<0.01; avg. C=7, E=8.4 tasks).
• The experimental group spent less time on the tasks, but this difference was not significant (p=0.13; avg. C=42, E=39 minutes) • The experimental group achieved higher total scores for the post-study test and this difference was weakly significant (p=0.064; avg. C=46, E=52%).
• The experimental group showed more positive views about the VE through the retrospective questionnaire. For example, the experimental group perceived the VE to be significantly better at providing information about objects (p<0.01; avg. C=2.9, E=4.7 on a scale of 1[low] to 7 [high]) and actions (p<0.01; avg. C=2.1, E=3.8).
(one-tailed t-tests used for above statistics)
Discussion
The results are very encouraging and show improvements in interaction across all levels. There were much fewer usability problems, leading to more successful and less frustrating interaction. Subjects were able to complete their tasks better, gain more useful information during interaction and had more favourable opinions about the VE. The results indicate that the proposed design properties are important requirements for successful interaction, and a VE interface can be significantly improved by implementing missing design properties. We have refined the set of design properties in light of the results, for example by including design properties to cover unsolved problem areas. Our future work involves translating the properties into concrete design guidelines, for example by including a contextof-use and examples, so that designers can benefit from the theoretical research.
Usability is important to ensure the acceptability of systems. VEs, and 3D interfaces in general, do not have to be inherently difficult to use. With a focus on design for usability, interaction with VEs can be made more graceful, productive and pleasant for the user.
